AMPLIFY YOUR
CONNECTIVITY REACH.

AMPLIFY YOUR CONNECTIVITY REACH WITH GERMANY‘S NUMBER ONE IN:
SECURITY.
+ Access controlled & fully fenced teleport facility
+ Fully redundant RF / IP / power infrastructure
+ 24/7/365 manned NOC at teleport

QUALITY.
+ Sustained highest availability > 99.99 %
+ RF interference cleared area
+ Dedicated engineers for baseband & teleport applications

TRUST.
+ 40 years of excellence in communication
+ ISO 27001 certified
+ MAC II compliant
C-BAND | KU-BAND | KA-BAND | X-BAND

Available areas for full motion antennas
50 m

Available areas for stationed antennas

AMPLIFY YOUR CONNECTIVITY REACH WITH HUGE EXPANSION POTENTIAL.
Media Broadcast Satellite provides secure space for the growth of your business at its industry leading
teleport in Usingen / Germany.

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
+ Full range of trusted teleport services up to fully managed, worldwide
+ Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and co-located infrastructure
+ Access controlled & fully fenced teleport facility
+ GEO / MEO / LEO satellites interoperable
+ C- / Ku- / Ka-Band & X-Band available
+ Wide areas and prebuild foundations for all types of antennas
+ 7,000 m² area for full motion antennas
+ Flexible approach, future focused, innovative team
+ Ample room for growth / huge expansion potential

TELEPORT FEATURES
+ Providing satellite services since 1979 with orbital arc visibility from 76° E to 60° W
+ Facility size: 1,400,000 m² with sufficient space for additional antenna deployments
+ Over 135 active antennas of 4.2m -19m
+ Satellite platforms (e.g. iDirect, Newtec Dialog)
+ DVB-S/S2 platforms & DVB multiplexing
+ IPTV & managed playout solutions
+ Fully redundant RF / IP / power infrastructure
+ Sustained premium annual availability of > 99.99 %
+ Redundant 20 kV power lines
+ UPS of 4.6 MW (battery and diesel)
+ Geo-diverse IP, MPLS, ethernet connecitivity to FRA POP & worldwide
+ Technical facilities are data center standard, equipped with air conditioning and fire alarm systems
+ Easy to reach: located nearby Frankfurt/Main
Media Broadcast Satellite GmbH
Erdfunkstelle 1 | 61250 Usingen | Germany
sales@mb-satellite.com | www.mb-satellite.com
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